
A. Fill in the blanks with the correct answers.
    (in, at, on, or, from, to, between, inside, for, up, off, during, onto, 
    with, along, outside)

1. The cat is hiding  the box   the room.

    It loves to curl up  a cozy spot  a quiet corner.

2.  The meeting will be held  the conference room  

2 p.m.

  Please make sure to be  time and bring the necessary 

documents.

3.  Sarah received a gift  her birthday  her best 

friend.

  She was delighted  the surprise and thanked her friend 

 the thoughtful gesture.

4.  The train departs  the platform  9 a.m.

  Make sure to be  the train station early and wait  

the designated area.

5. The painting hangs   the wall  the art gallery.

  Visitors can admire its beauty and appreciate the artist's talent  

 close.
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6. The students gathered  the playground  recess.

  They enjoyed playing  their friends and taking part 

various games.

7.  The cat jumped  the table and knocked the cup 

the floor.

 It quickly jumped  the chair and ran  the door.

8.  The concert will be held  the outdoor stadium   

Saturday night.

 The band will perform  the stage  8 p.m.

9.  The book is located  the top shelf   the library.

  Readers can borrow it and enjoy reading   the comfortable 

seating area.

10. The river flows  the two mountains  the valley.

   People can go fishing  its banks or take a walk   

the riverside.
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B. Fill in the blanks with the correct answers.
   (across, among, between, beyond, in, inside, on, of, above, by, for, 

through, into, with, within, over)

1.  The cat leapt  the fence and landed gracefully 

 the other side.

 It explored the new territory, venturing  the unknown.

2.  The project required collaboration  team members from 

different departments.

  They worked together to achieve a common goal  the 

tight deadline.

3.   The hikers trekked  the mountain range, enjoying the 

breathtaking views  the valleys below.

 They set up camp  a clearing  the peak.

4.  The artist's work goes  traditional boundaries, pushing  

the limits  creativity.

  Her innovative approach has gained recognition  the 

art community.

5.  The concert will take place  the park, with the stage set 

up  the center.

 Attendees can relax  picnic blankets, enjoying the 

 music a summer evening.
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6.  The book is located  the top shelf   the 

library,  reach  the librarian's desk.

  Readers can borrow it  their library cards and 

 immerse themselves  its captivating stories.

7.  The athlete glided  the ice, performing stunning jumps 

 grace.

 The audience was amazed  her skill and artistry.

8.  The ship sailed  the ocean, venturing  

the unknown.

  The captain navigated  stormy weather and safely 

reached the destination.

9.  The secret treasure was hidden  the old mansion, 

deep  the attic.

  The adventurers searched  clues and discovered it 

 an ancient chest.

10.  The bridge spans  the river, connecting the two sides 

 the city.

  People can walk  it, enjoying panoramic views 

 the skyline.


